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(Note: This is the text of .a letter written by'me December 28, and
sent to Rex ward for publication in Fandom Speaks. Since Ward has not
only folded .his magazine but quit fancTom ähcT FAPA I decided to stick it
in here. The references to statements by Ackerman and Sneer are of ;
course concerning things they said or did not say in Fandom Speaks, but
I daresay most of you received that magazine.)
.
O00— .
..
•
.
Ackerman’s deliberate refusal to objectify-His reasons for the at
tempted boycott of Ziff-Davis’ fanzine.column leaves me wondering if
perhaps I da after all know the true reasons underlying the dislike so
many fans have for palmer. For some time now I’ve held several rather
radical opinions bn this matter, but have rather hoped that they were
erroneous. Now I’m not so sure.
You must remember that the anti-pal
mer feeling far antedates the advent of the Shaver material. When I
first became active in fandom in mid-1942, it was almost as necessary
to be publically .anti-Palmer as it is for a man in the deep South to
be a Democrat. Anti-palmer and anti-Amazing stuff can be found in -far
zines as early as 1939, and ny 1942 anyone having the crust to admit
to reading the Ziff-Davis twins was considered either too young to ic c
any better or else a stupid fool. (It of course was legitimate then as
now to collect these magazines.) Anyone doubting these statements has
only to refer 'to a representative' sampling of the better fanzines of
the early forties to see what I mban, particularly ones such as SOUTH
ERN STAR or FANTASITE which carried prozine review columns.)
<
.
.
;
Since the
Shaver stuff started sometime in 1944, it is evident that palmer was
held in low esteem by a sizeable segment of fandom for reasons which
have nothing whatever to do with Shaver. And it seems to me highly
probable that these same reasons arc. very likely the ones back of the
recent overt attempts to boycott the. magazine, that the definitely
questionable aspects of Shaverism merely, serve to furnish the an.ti.. Palmer boys, with more publishable ammunition than the real reasons.

Let’s look at . so me of these reasons, and see if perhaps I can make them
stick.
.
I’d say. offhand, that one of the biggest causes for the entiPalmer feeling in fandom is just plain bld jealousy, palmer at one
time was a fan, a fan who did considerable pro writing, but a fan ne
vertheless. In the early 1930’s, Palmer and Ackerman held equal posi
tions on the staff of FANTASY MAGAZINE, eadh conducting a. column. To
day palmer is unquestionably. a successful man. I don’t know how much
salary he makes, but would be very much surprised if between salary
and bonuses he earns less than $10,000 per year. Moreccer, a man who
• is known to have taken a failed magazine with a circulation of 30,000
and raise it to 200,000 can unquestionably get a good job with any
. pulp house any time he wants it. That’s;the kind of editor a publ/sher is willing to pay real money.
.
.
’
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On the other hand» just who is Forrest J Ackerman today? A SS-.C? •’ '
boy, living off the government, his folks, and what money he can free
lance out of side-line book dealing and manuscript agenting. I don’t
mean to say that there is necessarily anything to Ackerman’s discredit
that he so lives. But there can be little question that, from annual
start, Palmer has left Ackerman so far behind him that Acki^^sa^V even
see the dust any more. A situation like that would
jealous.
And when you look over a roster of. faifs pdat and.,-present, and see how
small-'S'percentage turn their fine‘minds anc broad mental horizons to
any sort of account, it makes envy a most-tenable hypothesis.
'
■
■
'■ '
‘Another
probable cause for all thisxdislike of Palmer is colesely allied to
jealousy. Fans as a w.hgW take themselves far too seriously and tend
to feel that their .words should have a disproportionate amount of '
weight. If .anypae-lias the temerity to satirize or ridicule fans and ‘
their foible^<ti<L--very 'quickly becomes rather heartily disliked in fan
dom. (Ask mef I know’)’ And the fan who takes the utterances..of hj.s
fellows lightly is seldom very popular.
.’■■■.
.
Bearing this situation in mind,
consider what happened to palmer. Here he was, a fan, taking over the
editorship of AMAZING STORIES. Oh boy, thought fandom, now we can have
a magazine just like, we want. But palmer had sense enough to realise
that his job came first'. He could have edited a magazine for the fans
—-and run it into a failure and himself out of a job inside of a year,
Of he could have edited a commercially successful magazine, which he
■did.
. .
Here is a list of fans who' took jobs editing ♦professional* ' science
fiction magazines: Frederick Pohl, R. W. Lowndes, Charles Hornig, D.
A. Gollheim, and P.ay palmer. All these men except palmer published mag
azines’the fans liked. And all these men except palmer failed-to make
the grade as: stf editors. The fact that Wollheim is making a. comeback
as editor of Avon Fantasy Reader does not alter this situation. Nor
should 2iff-Davis’ probable greater financial.strength as a business
be given too much weight, since after all a truly successful magazine
Would have made its publisher successful too.
.
'
The inordinately swol
len egoes characteristic of so many fans just haven’t been able to
stand the fact that a man formerly of their number has made a' great
commercial,success.of himself, and that by flouting their advice.’
'What a blow to all these self-acclaimed' experts! No wonder they hate
his guts. The errors and fallacies of the Shaver mythos have merely’
given them ammunition for their popguns. ■
••....
, .
. .'
■
If J am wrong, how do you
propos;e to. explain aWay the difference- in attitude towards Amäz’ihg and
Fantastic Adventures, and that held -towards other non-Street and. smith
pulp's?. Take files,.of the '^iff-DaVis twins, TAS, Csptain Future, planet,
and Startling for 1941 apd' 194.2 (a. good two years before Shaver was
ever heard of), read them, and compare'-all these stories, objectively.
You will find that thejr are all cut pretty much\ofthe same bolt of
cloth—more or less juve'nile adventure stories .’in other-worldly set
tings. Then take a complete file of fanzines for these same'two years
and set down the derogatory remarks, about all these ’.magazine's, you’ll
see that there are more nasty cracks at 'Ziff-Davis than at .all the .
others put together.
■
•
■ . . ■ •
.•
' .
’.
”
If I am wrong,-how is it that Random is not try
ing to boycott isreird Teles and its Shonekins? isn’t1 this too a face',
of what Speer calls ’’the unending pull back toward superstition”? And
aren’t we still, as he says, "the ones best-suited to fight it on this
front?"
. . ■
■
— 2 — ' '
■

ful of originals
-;o it ’.7 / mybcll, fn h-s publicly ?uii 1: -,ar; .ous fanzines (SPACEWAYS for one) that fandom can have no xiirnap effect
on the editing of ASTOUND DIG, and who has otherwise made it pretty clear
that he cares nothing for fandom: and then contemptuously dismisses
vast quantities of largess from palmer as a ’’bribe"?
.
Speer is unbelie
vable when he prates so glibly iif ’’Palmer ’ s-long campaign to buy his '
way into power among us". Isn’t it fairly obvious that palmer is still
a fan at heart, and that he would likie nothing better than for fandom
to treat him as one—-instead of making an issue out of the way he earns
his living? For some inexplicable reason, Palmer still values the es
teem of ’ fandom—else why would he- bother to deal with us at all in the
teeth of nearly.= a decade of sturdy anti-Palmer ism? ''After all, he knows
farbettor-than many.fans seem to of how insignificant 200 cr 500 or
even 1000 fans are on his circulation of 200,000.
■
; palmer most dertain. lybas directed.; some 'mighty rough remarks at fandom. Can any fair mir.
. ed person consider thewellnigh constant barrage fandom ties thrown at
Palmer since 1939 and still say that Palmer has not had more than ampK
provocation?
.
/
• ’
Another factor in connection with- palmer should make some
fans heartily ashamed of themselves, in most circles of life, people
are genuinely pleased when their friends make a lucky stroke and go on
to# a success of some sort or another. This is all the more true "when
the fortunate person is handicapped in some way that limits him severe
ly, .in choosing a possible occupation., ' I don’t know palmer at all, but
.even I have enough feeling of good will towards my fellow humans' to
be very glad that this cripple.d man has won to a position Of success.
.
Whatever Palmer’s faults,- I sincerely admire him for having enough po- ■
sitive virtues and courage and perserverance to overcome
very real
physical handicap and make a worthwhile and normal ,life fbr himself.

It seems devastatingly revealing that palmer’s former fati associates
are unable to feel similarly towards one who at one time was their•
close friend. ‘
'
I
7
Well, I’m still looking for that objectification of the
reasons for the anti-palmer feeling. But don’t folget, they must not
only cover the case against Shaverstm, but they mujst explain'the pre- . •
Shaver attitudes as well. And insofar as this objectification deals .
'With Shaversim, it should show clearly what practical results. mi«ht •
be hoped for by fandom’s boycotting z-D. Aß it stands to date, the
entire attempt looks remarkably like the old ostribh technique. (And
while I’m at it, I wonder if Speer was not a bit ciarrieti awav by his
. •
typewriter, or if he really thinks that all fandorf can -tie untied about
anything—considering Miohel&sm, the pro-Scientist movement; Begierism, yes, and-Shaver ism.) ((Golly, J'Lck, I hope pm not putting words :
in your mouth: I wrote the original letter with RANDOM SPEAKS' in
front of me, but I can’t imagine
your say ing/7 what I seem to have
thought you said .)) '
'
■
.
Until I see a real objectification, I’ll feel I’ve shewn the real reasons why some fans are anti-palmer. I -Iso think
.
I’ve demonstrated that some of you should be heart illy ashamed of your
selves.
■
'
.
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((Fan-Dango is fast becoming a bone-yard. The lead article got
squoze out of FANDOM SPEAKS, and now here is one that was written for
the #2 WILD HAIR.))
—0O0—

(We have an entirely fantastic situation around which to weave this
experiment in writing. As our story opens, we have an organization
known, as the LASFS---- which in itself puts this effort away off in the
rehim of faery fantasy. It seems that back in the dim dark past, some
one named Al Ashley said fire pea tedly to all who would listen to him that
.the membership of the LA$FS was 80$ queer—at least 80%, maybe even 90%.,
((He has since denied haying said this. You know our Al.)) Trying to
this little man out of hi's fixation, I got hold of the club membership
records and found that of'all LAPPS members in the past four years 20%
were definitely queer, 30$ were doubtful, and 50$ presumably normal.
Being of a somewhat malicious nature, I wrote a couple of articles ex
posing this dire situation, and that sterling fellow Charles Burbee put
them in the club’s official organ, which he edited. The repercussions
were terrific. As an end result of this and other troubles, both Burbee and Laney found themselves out of the LASFS, and the LASFS found
itself without an official organ.)
—oOo—
I knew that I never should have tried to collect the money Al Ash
ley owes FAPA, because it made Al Ashlejr mad to be asked for this dough
before the statute of limitations had run its course, and- when this
rugged individualist looses his vengeance the air is filled with mush
room shaped clouds. ”1’11 undercut you in ways you never ‘dreamed of,
he said.
’
Ho was' right.
■
in my wildest moments I never imagined that
this dime-store Svengali could jerk my psyche from its fleshly tsaement
and project me, a startled gob of ectoplasm, into Dale Hart’s apartment.
In a way, it. was interesting, because Dale had a stencil rolled into
his typewriter and was staring at it blankly. Not only could;I read
over his shoulder, with a start I realised I could read the churning
maelstrom of his thoughts.
.
Here we go, with a ghostly transcription;
SHANGRI LA #5. 100 EACH/6 FOR 500
•
EDITORIAL

Boy what a job. Here; I am, not only stepping into the shoes of the
best editor LA fandom ever produced, but faced with trying to build up
the reputation of the LaSFS. . What a mess. Gonna be tough trying to
compete with Wild Hair top.. ’That to do. . .Burbee. .Laney. .Burbee. .Laney
....queers in fandom... .Burbee. .Lan ey. Wonder how it would sound if i
built up Burbee and tore down Laney...say, that’s the Way to do it.’
Laney is unpopular anyway,, and everybody like Burbee... .solid idea...
CHARLES BURBEE WAS A GOOD EDITOR. ; HE PUT OUT A GOOD MAGAZINE..... I LIKE
THE BURB STYLE OF WRITING. T SUPPOSE YOU COULD CALL ME A FAN OF HIS...
(and so on for half a page).....
'
There. I’ve still got to slide over
this about his being canned out of the editorship. I'd like to say he
was canned on account of Laney's articles, but I dunno. Fandom mustn’t
realise how seriously the LASFS tock this indictment.. .anyway, the club
hasn’t got any queers in it to speak of...well maybe it has, but if I
recognised the fact I’d have to quit the club and I don’t want to de
$
(cont. on page 10)
-- 4 __
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IT ©a' B 01'438 AN” HOTTTHTCTS. Harold Cheney pulled ene of the • slickest
"•
side-steps FAPA Las seen for some time
when the howls of the pack forced hin. to clarify his statement that
the destruction of Rome was as "big a How to civilisation os atomic
war. There is considerable litelihood that the Esquimaux and other
aborigines will not be stnick. A.*d I suppose it is permisaable to
■
liken them to the Northern Barbarians who eventually evolved into our
own civilization.
"■ '
However, I don’t think the comparison is entirely
valid. Nut only was there far less differential’between the semi-oivilisod Northerners and Rome than there is between tho Hottentots and
us, but' it must be remembered that Rome’s untechnologioal civilization
was far more suited for primitives to ape, particularly when' we con
sider that the fall tf Rome did act include the annihilation of its
inhabitants.; thousands upon thousands of whom lived on to temper the
savarry of the invaders with their knowledge of <* ivlllzed arts
.
•
■ :,?e
might also consider for a moment what kind of people"these barbarians
were. ’Not only were they highly intelligent, but they were a rising
race, a race which pretty much under its own impetus tad taken great
strides towards’becoming civilized. They were a far cry indeed from
the primitives of the Ear North an :, of the interior of Australia-, who ■
are scarcely removed fi'oxt the Stone Age, and whe have neither develop
ed por retrogressed appreciably during the time they have been known.
' Aad the G.,ths and Hurts had not fallen away from civilization, as te ve
the tribes cf Africa. (l-< ^shrnoland, for example, are a.number of '
ruined cities dating from a native A-’rican civilization which waxed
and waned pretty much all by itself some 200© years ago.) C-n wo
reasonably assume that these various primitives of today have tho
emotional drives which lead men towards civilization?
.
•■ .
'
-.
•
it took between
eight end tön centuries at the vary least for civilization to recover
from the fall of Rome. Considering the points I’.e .just tried to make
does it seem likely that aboriginal survivors of the bomb can do: as
well? Doesn’v it seem more probable that the world would slip backin to etone age cerd iticns for many millenia; to start the slow orar._
buck towards'o ivilizalicn only when random mutations have oio e a/ a in
produced a snecies temperameri.-...lly and otherwise fitted te be civilized?
------ f.'COoo,------

WAT FAPa IS TO’kF. What with tho great influx of new
_
....
altogether untimely Wt some
of longer standing should endeavor to- point out to the
it is that makes FAPa attractive to them. This is one

■

members, it is
of the members
newcomers what
man’s opiniop:

FABA is not a blearing house for general type fanzines. We have al
ways had a few of them, cf course, but they are not typical, and. they
are not what keeps us active year, after year. While- ne may still en
joy them, to irost of ua they represent a phase of fandom we have pass
ed through.
’
■
'
.
And t© a let of us, it is the fantasy AMATEUR PRESC ASS
OCIATION. We to'nd to look with jaundiced eye upon picas to empjMWlze
tho Fanta-sy end of the organization’s title. This was underlined when
we voted down, a couple of years ago, an attempt to reQuire a definite
percentage cf. fantasy content in each submission.
'
.
And sine« most of
us want the- fun without the work, we take a very dim view of goslet’s
.
'
— 5
•

suggestion ©f an unlimited membership. That’s general fandom. We’re
willing tc turn out 7C or 75 copies, but feel that beyond that point
the drudgery outweighs the pleasure. Those of us who don’t foel that
way about it turn cut general fanzines like DRIAM QUEST or FA1BB0M
SPEAKS or FANTASY ADVERTISER.
Cn the positive side, FARA is a lot of
things to me. Vernor ’s charming and popysian aaoounts of himself, his
nostalgic ’’When We Were Very Young”, his generally sound articles on
almost everything. Speer’s amazing collection of quotations (have any
of yo< realised what a worthwhile anthology of these ten years have
built up?), his socio-political articles and appraisals (You can admire
the overwhelming if sometimes pedantic marshalling of data which is
Speer’s writing style even if you often differ violently with his con
clusions), his stick pan and other cartoons, his g&ftius for usually
interesting minutia (known to the cognoscenti as hair-splitting), one.
above all, his brilliant mailing reviews. BBThoppson ’ s terrific arti
cles on this and that, through the lines of which poop a guy that you
just knew you'd liko enormously if you ever met him personally. Norm
Stanley’s utterly utter compilation of weird stuff out of the readers’
columns of yesteryear,.served with a garnish of serious articles and
mailing reviews equal to Speer at his best. Hissor Koenig’s bludgeon
ing sarcasm, and, in nostalgic retrospect, the way he used to take
Us browsing along his bookshelves as he chatted about editions, and
bladings, and ether bibliominutiu. Milt Rothman in all his manjifes
tations except the mathmetioien/physic1st, a facet which throws me for
a loop. Grana and Wesson, especially when Burtle starts throwing
those.barbed reviews, or Wesson gets lyrical about hep pappy-San. 4e
and his unique little GLOM Of cullings from obscure sources, which I
admire more as the successful accomplishment of his magazine’s, policy
rähher than for the intrinsic merit of the contents, a good part of
which are somewhat removed from my Spheres of interest. And I’ll de
fy Al Ashley, and say right here ip front of Speer and everybody that
I’Vo always enjoyed. Everett’s stuff, even TIMEBINBKR, although much cf
my enjoyment stemmed frem my being able to out loose at some of the
stuff it ©ontained. And I’ve never yet soon anything written by Burb®e that I didn’t just lovo, particularly when ho tells us of that
fockless little man he created eno time when his god complex had a
frozen bearing. (Or maybe you think Al Ashley exists’)
The foregoing,
plus a lot of similar stuff which escapes me at the moment (like Hur
ter’s celumja in CanFen and Ohan Davis in his loss mathmatioal facets) ,
are th© things that I look for first in my mailings. This is the
stuff that keeps me in FARA; this is the stuff I try tc emulate when
• I publish for the mailings.
Of our newer members, some have gotten
the idea right off. I’d particularly like to congratulate Read Boggs
for SKY HOOK and Bon Bratton for GOflUAK—two first issues which ar®
every bit as good as the stuff our veteran FARs have been turning out
for years. And the
H-1661 cf Rusty's is equally good. If Don Wil-’
sen would halve tho space he devotes to prozinos and double the space
he gives to strictly FAPA-type discussions, he’d bo right in- there
with Boggs and Bratton e# d Hevelin. Harold Cheney deserves praisö fox’
his adroit sidestep, ■ even though stuff like that "pulloase, pulleqse
turn tho page” and, the' Snearyesque spoiling mar his png badly. And
I’d like to toss some apodal kind.cf orchid to Unit (Josiot, whose
SNIZ seems to me to have shown the most improvement of any FARAzind
during the past couple of years.
Well. There’s one man’s opinion.
Let’s see what some ©f you other newcomers can do.
■

AND OF COURSE THEBE’S BOTSLER. I had intended, in .the preceding item,
------------- to single Bill Rotsler and his MASQUE
out for special mention» but I got into my infallibility facet and ©mitted him altogether. Ah, this composing on the stegcil’
Anyway, it
looks from here as though Bill is blazing an entirely new trail. It
would be nice if MASQUE had more reading matter in proportion to the
artwork, and since a usually authoritative source tells ne that Bilx
is net averse to getting first-class material, I’d like to suggest that
some of you non-publishing members might find J-SASniE a wonderful out
let for your better stuff. You can imagine the presentation Bill woul<
give* you.
. . .
Ard I, at least, would like to see more of Rot filer’s wriuin,.
His self-introduction in particular makes me think he could very easi
ly develops into a rich man’s Burba? with a little practise.
“
---- ooOoo---PÖGlh. EPHTONS. and THOl^SCN: throe bf a kind. I hope none of these
•—
---- —> - - - —
:
■—
gentlemen object to
my linking their names in public this way, but it so happens that each
of tnem said something about jazz and/or Satchrao that I .vaat to talk
ab ou v a lx,tie.
though, I’d like to tak® is sue .with .Boggs ’
ramark that ’’one must bo emotionally unstable to appreciate jazz to
the full - That savors unpleasantly of the sort of‘-chip-on-tne-shoulcer stuff that pot n» ir. iutoh wit ft a lot of Sftya Wok in 1943 caft _ 4..
Tako it from mej tu«, .fcm’t e»t off on that sent ox tangjno. It will
just serve to spoil
for you. I founi this-put J»Äax
-t
not mention it at all, oxoopt that ? not loo« three or tour other plaees in SKY H®CK wharo the same tone crept out. £s my own
a ret
of it ,,S SuTto faulty «-iting spies I oould olio ftoaen. of jlaoes
■’n the Fan-Dangc of four or fiv® years ago whero I sound sup^r-ili-euo
and sn®W SET'plain .knock-it-off-my-shoulder-if-you-dare; yet I can
rombmber Quito vividly hew I folt about the matter m question and I
didn’t feel that way at all. Anywky, it isn’t worthy of you,
~,
cularly when SKY HOOK is far and a>ray the best ®u th^e new FABA ti.leo.

sf course, lets of emotionally ujjaTablo people go gaga ©vor jazz, jusu
as they de over any other art foml. On the ether hand, Jjo prime ap
peal of most art forms is to the ^motions rather than t® tue intellect,
’and oven if you take issue with t$at statement l^aoubt if you ° an o^- ,
ject much’t® my pointing out that•; on® can be epouicnal Wxlo
°
'LL stable about 1
Stacey may or may not bo unstable. Having
seor the gentleman onoo over a decade ago, r couldn’t say. ^ne wha~oc..>
aro, however, that he is a p^tty solid citizen siftc*
p-?v * °
piano chair with Benny Goodman' vr five or six yearo.
articul xxu.y
Goldman, this replies amenability
with a driving perfectionist 1?
nil as punctuality at rehearsals,
te strict artistic discipline
other related traits all of
personal neatness, dependabili
Integration
and stability.
which point pretty strongly to‘

his burst ing into tears, this is notf so hard to understand when you
’■hat ! de spit® roams of hogwash written by Dorothy B-ker end
others alorg this same line) the re£l jazz musician is at bottom a
creative artist who takes his art mighty seriously. _ Ha is cons tantly
torn between the inner creative desires end the wisnos m ^ne cr . >
who care not a rap for jazz or art-fbrmr of any sort and want uo nav
played arrangements of the current hit^ which are not so far remove_
from the basic melody but that a morch ’ptru 1 recognise them. This is,
to say the least, a frustrating situation. You can imagine how Tos
7

canini would feel if asked to play ’’Civilization”. Being a fairly
commercial gentleman, he'd probably play it if it locked like his bre
ad and butter depended on it, but his personal feelings in the matter
can well be imagined. Jazzmen, particularly white jazzmen, are up
against the same situation. 'Negroes don’t seem to w®rry as much as
whites about whether or net the music is pretty, or whether or not
it is on the hit parade. If it rocks, they like it.) If the feeling
for jazz is not strong, the musician goes all out commercial—like the
late Hal. Kemp who started out with a hot band, abandoned it when it
did not pay off at the box office, and went on to name and fame with
a strictly commercial group, if he really has th.© jazz fever, he may
do like Muggsy Spanier; play the jazz he loves on records and jigs,
passing up the really big dough. It is highly doubtful if Muggsy has
ever made much above minimum Union scale; indeed, auch of the time he
has been buried as a sideman for Ted Lewis, who always seems to hire
him back after his latest attempt to load a Chicago-'type jazz bend has
gone blooie at the box office, ml a lot of the boys Compromise. When
they can, they play jazz, but if they have to help make something like
’’Sleepy Lagoon” a smash hit they do it. This is not to say they "like
playing corn.
■’
So here is Jess Stacy, fertyish and with twenty-UL ve
years more or less of professional music behind hi$, twenty-five years
in which he’s played a whole lot more sommereial than he has jazz. And
here is Louis Armstrong, fabulous, pretty much of a deal-god to most
jazzmen. And from the artistic, pure jazz point of view, L^uis hasn’t
dene so well the past” fifteen yjaars either. His bonds. have gotten pro
gressively bigger and more raub pus, he has featured himself less and
less, and ha has fetturod jazh /Less and less—recording mostly hit pa
rade and novelty material, though of course in a more or less jazz
treatment.
Then all of a sudden here is Louis with a small, intimate
group, playiag just exactly what ho wants to just exactly hew .he wants
to before a couple ©r three hundred affxjrxaK jazz-lovers, Don’t you
see how, particularly to someone like Stacey, this is a supreme moment
of triumph over frustration, a sort of fulfillment?
****

BBT wonders about, the ’’specific factors which contribute to ole
Batch’s generally-acknowlodged superiority in his fiold”, end he has
gotten me te wondering if it is possible for me to set down a few of
them objectively. I’m not at all sure I can do it, but here goes for
a stab at.it anyway.
.
■
In the first place, just as jjyerett points out,
one either does or does not like certain types of music, ©pi, artists.
Thaugh it is of course possible, to set down objective factors which
make one performance of a certain type of music better than another
performance of the same type, it is mighty difficult t© objectify why
©ne type, of music is or is not superior to another type. in fact, I’m
not so sure but what it is ispossiblo, because in tHe Tast analysis
music appeals t© us because we like it. If we like it we like it, •■aid
if we don’t wo don’t, regardless of what the authorities in the field
may try to tell us. In other words, musical taste is almost entirely
subjective, and thoro just isn’t much we cap do about it. I might men
tion in passing that I have yet to meet a mfteic lover who doesn’t cher
ish something or other which he knows is utterly ’inforier but which
he still likes anyway. (My ownjseoret shame along this.lino is Hoy ’ .
Eldridge’s ’’Littlo Jazz Boogie” • ©n Becca 23471---- completely deriyitative, soroeching, tasteless; a' dime-s-dozen flagwaver which isn’t' evun
a very good sample ©f its class. I could spend half a page telling
you why this side isn’t fit to listen to-—but I still loyo it.)

■ Ueli, let’s, try tc objectify .’.rmstrcng,
'
'.
: •■
••
'
• ,
In the first place,-, he is
a great criminal creative artist, not so much from the -paint of Writ
ing original’compositions: as from his highly original way. of interpre
ting what someone else has written. : A ease in point .is .jl-etcji e.r. Ren
iers on’s Orchestra, ~tho- fli;st large’negro band to record yr el i f i owl 1 y.
From 1922^ until 1925-Renders.cn. played rcucio'ianly arrangements which
meant nothingspotted with occasional soloes-which also meant nothing
Many of his musicians were man who. later beoame groat jazzmen in "their
own right, notably Joe' Smith and Charley Green and poleman Hawkijts.
But until’1925 none ef them, were anything. Thon Louis’ fame reached
Neu York and he was hired - for-s ix or seven months.. The first records
Louis made with Henderson are really’ funny. The band goes ricka-rticking along i> a monotonous rut, -and all of a sudden' that golden horn
breaks loose like a -clean wind bloving away the £ fog.. By-1926,- with--’
Louis gore back to Chicago, .Henderson’s whole ’band jumped, .like crazy./ •They’d gotten away from, their mcnotonous on-the-beat -tempo;' the arra
ngements wcrvS. .in .and out oi’. the beat just .like Louis played, and in- • '
stead of the. obvious-old beat up chords Henderson started throwing' in
' all sorts of spiae-tingling, invers ions and off-trail progressions. The
• selo-i-sts too had 'caught the fever-; Joe' Smith', who up until, then had
•just-played pretty got hot like a-little red wagen, ’ dragging .or-the
beat' and then rushing ahead and anticipating it; doleisan-.Hawkins• who • ’ ;
had-always 'sounded like- a peer man’s- Rudy "’iedoft fallowing along the
way-Armstrong had' pointed until he made, the tenor sai a jazz instru
ment, something it had never been.
' >
.. :
■
'
(I muffed this;- I sh-’-uld have said-;
that Armstrong is pot caly .original but that he sot the' patterns whic?h
nearly all JJazz has grow.- cut of,) ..
'
•
.
Technically Armstrong is one of
...
the greatest musicians ever tp h* ve lived. His tc-]io- is. not only .pureand true at any point in its p he nominally-wide range,' but. ho car.. dupli
cate c-r surpass any. virtuose feat- his instrument’ Is capable of.perf 'rm.-”
ing. Evan in the very highest register, his tins'never 'falters or flat-'
tens cut, and he can play lightning fast passages with almost.impos
sibly -intricate fingering or slow;majestic phrases with equal facility. '
He has complete control of his instrument and almost never blows a •
false note. (And, unlike many jazzmen, he is a fluent sight reader.'
■
"

'

Armstrong’s' musical memcry is fabulous. He- can hear a number once and
he knems it, and he seems never tc. forget anything. Ro has a roguish
trick ®-f tossing tn bars from operas in his improvised solqs.• ••
.
■ ;
His
taste is impeccable. Florid though he sometimes is, it i^ the right
note in the right place; his improvisations sound as though he had vi
sualised the whole solo- bef :ro he started. 1’t is a hard thing to put
into words how you oua tell if a passage is ’’right” er
—but if
you’re listening tc it thare’s never any-doubt.
//
.
■Ar&stlfang' s great per
sonal. warrntp, o-^'1 j.oio de vivre bubbles through everything he ploys or
sing’s. ' Some jeusioiaas sound as though they were ’just going through -• ■
the. motions, but Louis means every note.
'
j
.
.
.
Power, feeling., ihs^gdjzation,technique, originality, beauty,- joy, sadness, tone.. t. .nöop, I’.. not
getting anywhere. I was afraid I-couldn’t.
.
./
■■
■ • •
. .
... ’ '.
But drop around and let
.
me play.y >u POTATO HEAD and WEST’.END ’ un d 2N9CKDTG A JUG und' EXACTLY
LIE YOU and I SURRENDER’BEAR -nd BASIN' SHEET and ST.
INFIRMARY
und- MUGGLES -nd HEEBIE-JESSIES.. • .you’ 11 see what. I mean’/ I
.
— ’9'
'
I j

"unai-o o uiiöy said they c an neu uiux oxi account vi ssjtnug
v ••
...that’s the stuff.**lay the blame on Ackerman. Him and his boycott...
club boycotts palmer 100^. Well, of course there was that story that ’
sent to Palmer...but what the hell, a man’s got to eat. Besides it wa.
a stinker...it wouldn’t have sold. And Hllmorth HAD to send fantasy
advertiser to Amazing; golly, he needs all the circulation he can get.
So what if he was director of the LASFS when the club voted a 100^ ban
on Palmer. He’s a serious constructive fan, he isn’t like Laney and
Burbee...hmmm...hmmm...how do I say this...
.
...IN DISREGARD 0? THE DECI
SION, REACHED BY VOTE, NOT TO SEND THE MAG THERE, CHAS BURBEE DECLARED
THAT HE IS GOING TO SEND THAT ISSUE AND ALL FUTURE ISSUES TO AMAZING’S
REVIEW C0LUr.1T......... (on and on)
There by cracky. 4e has lost most of
his prestige over this Amazing boycott; let him take the bleme for some
more...gee, Acky, you make the cutest scapegoat....
Now for Laney...that
guy is a devil to answer...his stuff stinks, too much purple verbiage...
boy, what couldn’t a semantics shark do to a Laney article...gee, I wish
semantics had something to do with poetry; maybe I could feed Laney some
shredded up old articles of his....boy it may stink but it is still tough
to try to answer...figures, figures, figures...cold old statistics..jeeps
every time I read that first article it almost makes me quit the club...
dammit, are there really that many queers in fandom?...well, heck, if a
guy reads science fiction he can’t really be far off the beam... .HEY...
why don’t I agree with Laney, but just make out that the club quit being
queer a couple of years ago...
I REGARD LANEY’S TWO BLASTS AS ILL TE&D
AND MISDIRECTED. LET ME EXPLAIN ILL TIMED FIRST. HE WAITED UNTIL THE
CLUB’S QUESTIONABLE ELEMENT HAD PASSED AWAY. ...(a fierce pounding of
typewriter keysy... .NEVER HaVE I OPENED THE DOOR TO TEE CLUBROOM AND M'r
MET WITH A FLUTTER OF BUTTERFLY HANDS...
...By God, they’d BETTER not
try to make met I’m 5’10’’ and 180 pounds and any queer gets funny wit
me I’ll pull his backbone out by the roots like it was the string in
orange’.. .hmmm, wonder if any of ’em ever tried to make Laney.. .hahahah.
...naw, he’s skinny but he’s pretty aggressive, he’d probably raise hell
if they did...most of these fairies now, they’re not real men...they’d
be scared to tackle anybody that wasn’t little end timid like Al Ashley
...wups, woolgathering doesn’t write editorials...
...PALE LILIES FAST
FADING OUT OF THE MEMORY EVEN.. .
,
oh nuts...here goes my hat over the windmill...
WHEN I SAY MISDIRECTED, I ME£N THAT HE ATTACKED US WHERE WE VERY
NOT ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE...
...boy’...I never knew before how hard it is
to type 50 words a minute with my fingers crossed...
'
WHY DIDN’T HE SAY
THAT MEETINGS MERE OFTEN DULL?.... .
yeah, so dull most of the fairies wan
dered away in disgust... that club's gotten so bad it can’t even hold its
better grade pansies...well, let’s see...Laney doesn't dare name names...
except maybe for that one guy that served a prison sentence for being a
queer....the rest of it is hard to prove...heck, I’ll just name some of
the people who’ve been around lately...I’d better not mention that guy
that kept trying to make SDR...wow, I’u better forget about him...and hir
friends too. ..so v/hat if I leave out half the names, it’s still a compl'M
list...besides, maybe some of the queers öwe dues...
"
(A FURIOUS NAMING u"
NAMES).
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•

'
‘

'

<
.
'

There. I wonder if a.-r." c.::
guys were de
■? ■ u.-- T u L.
;(:(If you mus’t know, Dale, •ui"?hs fiireen males you listed, two are de
finitely known homosexuals and two more are doubtful. You didn’t name
any of our lesbians.))
.
.
.
. . .SO SEND ME SOME aIATERIAL. ..
.. .
'
'
. .There... I hope ‘i
never have to write a tough editorial like that again....I almost knock
ed myself out of the LASTS that time...if I ever let myself face the .
facts about the club I’d quit just like Laney and Burbee and the rest
of the WILD HAIRS did..,.. .
. .
.
.
.
.
'
' .
____ 00 oo 0 00 00 •——
'
( ■
Dear Mr. Hart:.
. . .
’’
.. '
’ '
' '
■ That’s an excellent idea, Why don’t you. quit the LASTS1'
You’re far too good a.man to be throwing yourself away on that bunch.
How’d .you like to guest-edit the next WILD HAIR? ...
.
' '
.
*’
I’m not kidding; that’’
a serious invitation. .
. '
.
...
.
:
yours for more infrequent fan clubs,
'

. '
ofc
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VOTE
- -for Laney and Burb.

Yes, friends-and constituents, the next mailing will be the fourth
of the present administration, That means that it will- be the election
mailing. That means it is not too sobn to think about, holding"off! ce.
Burbee and I allowed our names to go on the ballot last time simply be
cause we felt FAPA'is too fine an organization to see fall by the way
side through the apathy of one or two members. We Were on the spot and.
it seemed that we could serve. We believed that FAPA would respond to
an efficient administration.
.
Events have proved us to.be right. Fro:
a tottering group, with spasmodic mailings and a dwindling membershr;
FAPA aas grown in. nine months to the sturdy group it once was—with
.
.roster and an impatient waiting list. In .our modest way, we feel
this is due in great part to the fact that bach mailing, has come out on
time to the day and to the further fact that Ackerman and we have hand
led each bit of business that came up with dispatch and, we like to
'
think, intelligent efficiency. At least, we have done; our best.' ..
.
......
.
A groui
such as ours is at the mercy of incompetent officers, as the term, of
1946-47 amply shewed. And a guy can'be a fine fellow and a sterling
character, and still be a. foulup as an officer-. We don’t believe fandom
■go be a way of life, and we most certainly are not reverent ^towards its
finer aspects, but we do believe that our service has shown .us to be
worthy of reelection.
• '
.
....
Consequently, we are filing again—-Burbee for
vice-president and Laney for official editor. If elected, we will func
tion the same as this year-—dividing the duties of both offices equi
tably between ps« . Our platform is a simple'one: IF ELECTED, WE WILL
GET EACH MAILING OtJT ON TIME TO THE DaY,. the'same as this year.
'
.
•;
’
' ’ "
••••'•.'
.
we’d
also, as members, like to see other candidates file.- We ure. particular^
j.y anxiouc for JAck Speer.to file for the-secretary-treasurership last
year’s snafu did him out of and' Ackerman ’ s fine work this year has airel}
earned him the presidency if he wants it. But the more that file, the
better we’ll like it.
'
11

.This is the sort of thing ’you may occasionally have to contend with
when I find myself forced to fill up a page in order to keep from wast
ing the back of a sheet of paper. FAN-DANGO was complete at 11 pages,
so if this turns out to bore you, just comfort yourself with the thought
that it would have been blank anyway.
.
About my memoirs: Through the
untiring devotion, selfless industry, and general all-round sterling
worth of Charles Burbee, the genial factotum of the Goosed Goblin Mimeo
graph, you are enabled to see slightly over half of this opus in this
mailing. The Burb took pity on my struggles with the ex-Ashley mimeo
graph, and in a frenetic outbreak of mimeography poured 60 pages of my
deathless'prose through his electric machine.
I had intended to run c
the rest of it myself in time for this mailing, but this and that in
tervened. So you’ll get the balance of it next time.
'
’
One thing that
held me up was a ghastly experience with Al Ashley,' in which I was com
pelled to view that former friend’s /XZZXZZ/Z/Z soul face to face. (The
bit of censorship in the last sentence'shows why I’ve as yet been un
able to write the proper addendum to my memoirs to give a true picture
. of Mr. Ashley. I’ll calm down eventually, no doubt.)
.
But I will say
this. I wart to apologise to E E Evans for any remarks I may ever have
made about a pose of saintly patience. Evans has known Ashley for some
fifteen years and the fact that he was able to put up with him for that
length of time .shows Everett, despite other flaws and good points he
may of may not' possess, has a stock of genuine patience far exceeding
that of many people, including me. If I can be proved wrong on other
matters, I will make an equally public and equally voluntary apology
therefor.
Now to more pleasant matters.
.
I have a lot of plans for FAN
DANGO which will start materialising during the next year, provided I
retain my present level of interest in FAPA. (Arid I have no doubt but
what I will.)
.
Probably, in the next issue will be a report of certain
'of my recent activities. I will* not say just noy/ what these have been.
However, 'these activities are of a seriously constructive nature vh ich
all seriously constructive fans (which I am definitely not) will applaud
they have involved my consulting my lawyer a couple of times, and the
report on them will be written in pärt by, two big name fans. Extfri.se • ■
Two Bife Name Fans. Intrigued?
.
My one reamining regular correspondent,
Jack Speer, and I have, been discussing the obeying of laws with which
one does not personally cohcur. I intend shortly to publish my half
of this discussion to date with the idea that Jack may be induced to do
likewise and that a FAPA-wide discussion may ensue.
And before too much
longer I intend to start serialising EXCERPTS FROM'THE. JOURNAL 0.7 MINNIT
T. LANEY. In 1910, -11, and -12, my mother accompanied my father on his
‘ field trips into the heart, of the Appalachian mountaineer country. He
was on temporary loan from the U. S. Geological Survey to the State Geo
logical Surveys of North Carolina and Tennessee for a survey of tis cop
per deposits of those, states. My mamma kept a journal .which I found to
be utterly fascinating. She had intended to write a book about the soci
ology of the mountaineers, and consequently made extremely detailed note
Which she has given permission' for me to publish. Truly offtrail stuff.’
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